FEATURES
TSC 2 video codec to record larger dimensions and more graphical content with higher frame rates
Unlimited multimedia tracks on the timeline enabling the ability to layer different types of media
Group and ungroup items on the timeline
Move (animate) any type of media on the timeline
Set background canvas color from the Editing Dimensions dialog
Modify visual properties of media on the timeline
Rotate any media along the X, Y, or Z axis and animate rotation over time
Resize any media and to animate the change in size over time
Visual Effects including Drop Shadow, Colorize, and Border
Apply visual effects to any media on the timeline
Adjust Drop Shadow distance, direction, opacity, and blur
Apply colorize effect to any media and adjust amount
Apply a border to any media and adjust the color and thickness
Manipulate media items in the Canvas (Preview Window)
Snap guidelines in the Canvas to help align media objects
Move media from one visual layer to another on the timeline
Generic multimedia tracks instead of dedicated tracks
New themed content in the Library; music, graphics, animations, titles, and more
New callout style called Glow
New callout shapes with text
New callout lines and arrows
New sketch motion callout shapes
New pixelate callout
Markers on the timeline as well as having markers locked to a clip or group
New transitions and enhanced existing transitions
Change the name of tracks on the timeline
Change the duration of an animation lead-in time
Change the clip speed by directly dragging the clip on the timeline
Blank space between media on the timeline
Custom color picker option to the border and fill options of the Callout view and Visual Properties view
Slider to easily adjust track heights
Apply audio volume leveling and noise removal to individual audio clips
Option to show and hide the marker and quiz trays
Indicator on horizontal timeline scroll bar to show where playhead is located in relation to viewing area
True or false question type for quizzes
Ability to have quizzes work on Screencast.com
Quiz results sent automatically without the quiz taker needing to send an email
Ability to assign a hotkey for adding a quiz
Option to "Use GPU acceleration if available" in Tools > Options dialog
TechSmith Smart Player to support both Flash and HTML5 when producing to the MP4 file
Ability to choose different designs for the playback controls of the TechSmith Smart Player
iPhone viewers can use TechSmith Smart Player iOS app to playback content with interactive features
Ability to include image thumbnails with Table of Contents entries
Additional product key validation to the product
Enhanced the Zoom options to support multiple track video editing
Enhanced transitions so they do not add time to the duration of your timeline or productions
Enhanced the video dimension options in the custom production path
Updated the quiz creation process
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Updated the Welcome Window to have more links to more information on the web
Updated Sync Captions workflow format, ensuring video playback on multiple devices and browsers
Updated the video production presets available to enhance support for mobile devices
Updated product installation: Now using WIX technology
Updated product branding and logos
Improved editing playback performance to handle larger dimension and higher playback frame rates
Modified the AutoSave interval to be 2 minutes by default
Modified the default duration of transitions to be one second
Modified Title Clips by moving them to the Library tab
Improved the options from the Tools > Options dialog
Streamlined caption editor
Speech-to-text transcription of captions
Import and export caption files
Format caption text color and background
Searchable video output
iPad production and editing preset
Codec support for 64-bit operating systems
Library for media assets
Free Digital Juice assets
New callouts
Sketch motion callout
Keystroke callouts
Cursor effects added during editing
Copy and paste of content on timeline
Audio points for volume control
Record system audio option
Direct YouTube integration
Updated Camtasia Recorder interface
Full-screen selection button - Recorder
Remember last dimensions - Recorder
Launch Recorder on system start-up option
Separate audio from video track
Independent audio & video editing
Chain movement of audio clips
Customizable editing hotkeys
Camtasia Relay integration
.MOV editing
Adjust transition duration in .10 sec. increments
Adjust callout duration in .10 sec increments
H.264 codec in MPEG-4
Screencast.com account integration
Screencast.com Preset
DVD-Ready Preset
YouTube Preset
HD Preset
Spotlight and highlighter callouts
Faster workflow for callouts
Third audio track
iPhone/iPod Touch production preset
Camtasia Theater

Streamlined Camtasia Recorder
Snap-to-App windows sizing tool
Cross-hairs region/window selection
Inactive area dimmed during recording
Mouse returns to same position after pause
Customizable toolbar
Power-saving features of operating system can be disabled
Refined task list
Project settings with real-time preview
Industry standard 30 frames per second
AutoSave feature
Additional production presets
Right-click naming for callouts
Crop to selection option in the context menus
Camtasia SmartFocus™
3D Edge callouts
Screen targeting option for zoom-n-pan
Optional automatic transition insertion
Precise zoom-n-pan control
Onyx controller for Flash video
TechSmith ExpressShow™
FTP output
File uploading to Screencast.com or FTP site
SCORM 2004 compliance
Recording Bar for Recorder
Flash-based closed captioning
Production previews & preview manager
Produce a segment of the video (in/out markers)
Publish multiple files simultaneously
Much higher quality Windows Media Video
Publish for iPod
Publish as MP3
Surveys & Quizzing
Markers with text-entry boxes
Faster audio rendering
Blur Callout
“Freeze frame” while doing voice narration
Equalize different audio levels
Remove background noise
Volume controller for PowerPoint add-in
Audio Recording Wizard automatically adjust recording volume
Consistent audio recording between all applications
Enhancements to Flash production with support for Flash 8 and FLV output
QuickTime compression with support for H.264
Section 508-compliant Captioning
Side-by-side presentation by Place webcam video next to screen video
Picture-in-a-Picture
Quizzing
Significantly smaller Flash files
Production Wizard for easier video sharing

Web hosting for video files
More audio and video tracks
Audio editing toolbar
Interactive callouts
Title screens for video introduction or credits
PowerPoint toolbar add-in to record presentations from within PowerPoint
Downloadable background templates for PowerPoint
Create linked submenus in MenuMaker
Record system audio from applications
SCORM 1.2/e-learning compliance
Add Flash Hot Spots to create application simulations and navigation within your videos
Add personalized video introductions and digital video recordings to your screen videos
Native support for WMV, AVI and MPEG source files
Use Zoom-n-Pan to playback perfectly at any size
Preview your edits and transitions in real-time
Add callouts at any time in the production process
Narrate an entire timeline - across multiple clips
Preview your audio levels prior to recording narration
Enhanced Flash Controls when producing Camtasia Studio SWF videos
Downloadable Theater for Camtasia Studio
Downloadable Templates for Camtasia MenuMaker
Production results available
Edit still image audio
Audio editing shortcut keys
Enhanced volume control
Flash (.SWF) output
Components for Flash MX
Add a second audio track
Audio editing built-in
Add annotations after recording
Camtasia MenuMaker
QuickTime (.MOV) output
Capture layered windows
Hotkeys to zoom in and out
Time-lapse recording
Highlight and alter cursor with onscreen visual effects
Record smooth mouse movement with Quick Capture
Add a Watermark
Cycle through ScreenPad layouts with Hotkeys
Add Text Notes While Recording
Record annotation drawings with ScreenDraw
Save movies as standard AVI files
Add time stamps and text captions to videos
Capture single frames for still image AVI slideshow
Record all or any portion of the screen
Record mouse clicks and keystrokes
Record audio input from microphone
TechSmith Screen Capture Codec (TSCC) for high performance video compression	
  

	
  

